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ON SUBSETS WITH ASSOCIATED COMPACTA
IN DISCRETE ABELIAN GROUPS

RON C. BLEI

Abstract. Let T be a discrete abelian group. We prove that

every non-Sidon set in T contains F, a non-Sidon^set with the prop-

erty that for every e>0 and compact set K<=-V with nonempty

interior, there exists a finite set A(e, K)cF, so that

sup \p(x)\ £ (1 - «) Wlx,   for alI/> e C£;A(t).
xeK

In this paper we demonstrate that the necessary condition for Sidon

sets in discrete, torsion free abelian groups, obtained by M. Déchamps-

Gondim in [2], (Theorem A), fails in a strong way to be sufficient (Theorem

In what follows below, T is a discrete abelian group, and T=G. We

refer to Chapters 1 and 2 of [6] for standard notation and facts. £<= r is a

Sidon set if there exists ¡x>0 so that ||/'||c0^a2y€r IpOOI» f°r a'l trigono-

metric polynomials p e CE(G)={fe C(C):/(y)=0 for y $ E}.
Definition 1. £<= T is said to satisfy property (D) if for every K<^G,

a compact set with nonempty interior, there exists a finite set Ac£, and

OO, so that

sup \p(x)\ = C «pli „,   for all p e CK\A(G).
xeK

Definition 2. £c: T is said to satisfy property (Dl) if for every e>0

and compact set K<=-G with nonempty interior, there exists a finite set

A(e, K)=A^E, so that

sup \p(x)\ = (1 - e) UpIL,   for all p e CfM(G).

Detailed studies of properties (D) and (Dl) and their relationships to

Sidon sets appear in [3], [4], and [5].

Theorem A (M. Déchamps-Gondim). If T is torsion free, and £<= r

is a Sidon set, then E satisfies property (D).
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Theorem B. Let V be a discrete abelian group and £<= T a non-Sidon

set. Then there exists a non-Sidon set F<= E so that F satisfies property (Dl).

Let T be a countable group. Then, r=C7 is a compact metrizable group,

and therefore there exists D, a countable dense subgroup of G. Consider D

as a discrete abelian group, and let <f>: Y-*D be the natural injective map:

(4>(y), d) = (y, d), for y e T and de ZX We say that FezD is a Sidon set if

£ is a Sidon set in (D)d, D with the discrete topology. Our proof of

Theorem B is based on the following two lemmas, for whose proof we refer

to Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 in [1].

Lemma 3. Let F, D, and <f> be as above. Then E<=. T is a Sidon set if and

only if <f>(E) is Sidon.

Lemma 4. Let E<=- V be a non-Sidon set. Then there exists a non-Sidon

set F<^E, so that <f>(F) (closure in D) is a countable set with one limit point.

Proof of theorem B. We first assume that T is a countable group,

and we let D and <f> be as above. By Lemma 4, we choose a non-Sidon set

F<= E so that <i>(F) accumulates only at x0 e D, and without loss of generality

we assume x0=0. Suppose e>0 is given, and K^ G is a compact neighbor-

hood of 0. By the density of D in G, and by the compactness of G, we

select S—{dA?=i^D, so that {K+dA^i is a covering for G. By a theorem

of Wiener (e.g., cf. [1, 1.3]), we find V, a neighborhood of 0 in D, so that

if/z eM(V) then \ß(d)-ß(d')\<(el2)\\ß || œ, whenever d-d'eS. Let Acf
be a finite set so that ç4(F\A)<= V. Suppose/» is a trigonometric polynomial

in CFVX(G), p(g)=2fiiaj(yj,g), and \\p\\„ = l. We can consider p as a

discrete measure on D:p=/¿= Tflx a¡ <5¿(), >, and \\fi\\œ = 1. We find g0 e G

so that \Jjíiaj(yj,g0)\ = l, and let g e K be so that g0=g+dio, where

dio e S. By the density of D in G, we find d' e KnD, so that

M

<e/2.1 - 2 aÁ7i' d' + di0)
3=1

But, by the choice of V,

I f a,(^Yl), d') - 2 aAjKy,), d' + dio)' j=

and therefore,

M

<£/2,

1   -£ <
M

2 aÀYi> d')\ ̂  sup |p(x)|.
xeK

If T is a discrete abelian group, and £<= r is a non-Sidon set, then there

exists a countable non-Sidon set £'c£. It easily follows that S^gp(E')
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is a Sidon set in T if and only if S is a Sidon set in gp(E'). Therefore, there

exists a non-Sidon set £<=£, so that F satisfies property (Dl) with respect

to gp(E')*. Let £>0 be given, and AT be any compact neighborhood of 0 in

G. The canonical map r:G-+Glgp(E')L is an open map, and therefore we

can find a finite set A<=£, so that

sup |g(x)| > (1 - e) llgIL,   for all g 6 C„\A(gp(£')A).
xeHK)

But, if p e CF\AiG), tnen pix+y)=p(x), for all xeG, y egp(E')1, and

sup|p(x)|=(l-£)||p||K.    D
xeK

Remark. We say that a set £<= T has infinite pace, if given any finite

set F<=T, F+El~\E is a finite set. It is a consequence of a theorem of

Wiener (cf. proof of Theorem B) that if £■= T satisfies property (Dl) and

G is connected, then E has infinite pace. We do not know whether the

converse is true.

Added in proof. Professor J.-P. Kahane indicated to us that the

converse is false: There exists E^Z so that £ has infinite pace, and £

violates property (D).
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